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Systeminformation

The components of a SQUID magnetometer (Fig. 2) typically consist of the following: a detection coil,
which senses changes in the external magnetic field and transforms them into an electrical current; an
input coil which transforms the resulting current into a magnetic flux in the SQUID sensor; electronics
which transform the applied flux into a room temperature voltage output; and acquisition hardware and
software for acquiring, storing and analyzing data. Both the SQUID amplifier and the detection coils are
superconducting devices. Thus some type of refrigerant (liquid helium or liquid nitrogen) or refrigeration
device (cryocooler) is needed to maintain the SQUID and detection coil in the superconducting state.
Additional signal conditioning electronics may be needed to improve signal-to-noise.

The SQUID sensor and
electronics package can be
considered as a black box that
acts like a magnetic field-to-
voltage converter and amplifier
with extremely high gain. In
addition, it offers extremely low
noise, high dynamic range, excellent linearity, flat phase response and a bandwidth that can
extend from dc to beyond 100 kHz, capabilities that no other single sensor offers.

The type of SQUID sensor and detection coil configuration is dependent on what is to be measured.
Tristan’s SQUID measurement systems make use of either Tristan’s LSQ/20 LTS dc SQUID sensor or the
HTM-8 HTS dc SQUID sensor. The input coil for an LTS SQUID is normally fabricated from flexible
superconducting NbTi wire. The inherent anisotropic nature of HTS SQUIDs requires that the input coils
be planar. Typically HTS magnetometers are available only as pure magnetometers.

Another factor to be considered is
the detection coil configuration.
Conceptually, the easiest input
circuit to consider for detecting
changes in magnetic fields is a pure
magnetometer (Fig. 2). However,
magnetometers are extremely
sensitive to all magnetic signals in
the environment. This may be
acceptable if one is measuring
ambient fields. However, if the
magnetic signal of interest is weak,
then environmental magnetic
interference may prevent
measurements. If the signal source is
close to the detection coil, then a gradiometer coil may allow a weak signal to be measured. Figure 3
shows the relative noise rejection for 1st and 2nd derivative gradiometers. The figure insert shows a first
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order gradiometer, consisting of two coils connected in series but wound in opposite senses, and separated
by a distance “b”, called the gradiometer baseline. A uniform magnetic field (e.g., from a distant
environmental source) would couple equal but opposite quantities of flux into the two coils, resulting in
zero net flux in the gradiometer, or zero signal. However, signal sources that are close to the lower coil
(relative to the baseline, or separation between coils) would couple significantly more flux into the lower
coil than into the upper coil; this would result in a net flux in the gradiometer and hence the signal would
be detected.

For objects objects that are close (relative to the gradiometer baseline), the gradiometer acts as a pure
magnetometer, while rejecting more than 99% of the magnetic signals coming from distant objects. In
essence, the gradiometer acts as a “compensated” magnetometer.

Normally, SQUID magnetometers (and gradiometers) map the axial (BZ) component of the magnetic
field. Obviously, using three sensors, it is possible to monitor all three vector components of the magnetic
field. Additional channels of SQUID sensors can be used to provide reference channels for electronic
balancing. Portions of the reference magnetometer responses are summed electronically with the detection
coil(s) output to reject common mode signals from distant noise sources. Electronic balancing can be used
to create an HTS axial gradiometer from two HTS magnetometers.

Tristan and its key personnel have produced a number of measurement systems for a variety of

applications. Some of them are listed here:

 Tristan has multiple single- and multi-channel SQUID magnetometers for NDE and
paleoarcheology use. These are state-of-the-art systems, some with spatial resolutions
approaching 1 µm.

 Tristan’s magnetometer systems are based on its iMAG® line of commercial SQUID
electronics, which have been supplied worldwide to both end users and OEMs.

 Tristan’s model DRM-300 geophysical rock magnetometer uses closed cycle
refrigeration to eliminate the need for liquid helium and reduce operating costs. This
technology is available for use on many of Tristan’s products.

 A DC and AC susceptibility variable temperature and field platform. Twelve systems
were made. These systems integrated SQUID magnetometers, sample motion control,
sub-mK thermal control from 2 – 350 K, variable applied fields to 17 T and truly user-
friendly automated control software. This product demonstrated Tristan’s ability to
produce state-of-the-art complex analysis equipment with minimal user requirements.

 A six-channel system for Vanderbilt University for general-purpose NDE studies.
Comprised of a magnetometer, dewar, electronics, software and multiple magnets, this
system has extremely high sensitivity (10-14 Tesla) and sub-mm resolution.

 A three-channel Superconducting (SQUID) NDE system for use by a large Japanese steel
company, comprising magnetometer probe, dewar, superconducting magnets, custom
electronics, and custom software. Using a welding robot, this compact system is scanned
over samples.

 A dual-channel magnetometer system for use by a private company to study materials for
nuclear-fuel rod integrity. The package includes a magnetometer probe, dewar, computer
controlled sample scanner, electronics and software.

 A compact (12") six-channel high sensitivity susceptometer capable of generating tesla
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fields and operating in both vertical and horizontal orientations. The ultra-compact
system, when attached to the end of a robot arm, is used by a large Japanese nuclear
reactor inspection company for scanning the interior of nuclear pressure vessels.

 The first commercial scanning magnetic microscope (SMM-1000) to study small
electronic circuits and material samples. This comprised a dewar, cryogenic sample
handling stage, magnetometer, custom software, vacuum system, and custom electronics.
It is comparable to a SEM in complexity. Nine detection coils were fabricated in a linear
array with 100 µm coil separation. Spatial resolution was at the µm level.

 A mixed stage (Gifford-McMahon/Joule-Thomson) cryocooler that routinely achieved 2
K.
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1. Laboratory Applications include measurements of current, voltage, resistance,

magnetization, etc. along with exotic (General Relativity, magnetic monopole) applications.

Current:

Magnetic Fields:

dc Voltage:

10-12 Ampere/√Hz

10-17 Tesla/√Hz

10-14 Volt

dc Resistance:

Mutual/Self Inductance:

Magnetic Moment:

10-12
 Ω 

10-12Henry

10-10 emu

2. Geophysical Applications include oil and mineral exploration, pollutant

monitoring, magma flow measurements, rock magnetometry,
magnetic anomaly detection, etc.

Figure a: Tristan HTS SQUID gradiometer in flight

3. Non-DestructiveTest&Evaluation(NDE)
NDE scanning systems are used for defect detection, corrosion measurement, magnetic microscopy, etc.

Some examples of SQUID NDE include:

Intrinsic currents measurements, such as:

 Remnant magnetization
 Embedded magnetic sensors (see figure below)
 Flaw-induced perturbations
 Johnson noise in metals
 Eddy currents in an applied ac field (flaws)

Hysteretic magnetization due to:

 cyclic stress (strain)
 simultaneous dc & ac magnetic fields

Magnetization of paramagnetic, diamagnetic and ferromagnetic materials in dc fields.

A B C D

SMM-701 magnetic field

scans of an embedded

strain sensor under a 4 cm

thick concrete overcoating.

A: Bare sensor showing

dipole characteristics, B:

sensor under concrete, C:

bare concrete. Image D = B – C is a digital subtraction of B and C showing that it is possible to image objects deep underneath

magnetically complex coverings. The scans cover a 6 cm x 6 cm area.
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Figure b: Tristan non-magnetic dewars Model 607 magnetometer

Figure c: iMAG® Electronics and laboratory probes LTS SQUID sensor HTS SQUID sensor

Figure d: SMM-701 NDE scanning system Model SMM-770 Scanning SQUID Microscope
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